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[1] Rarely are geologic records available to constrain
the spatial and temporal evolution of thrust‐fault growth
as slip accumulates during repeated earthquake events.
Here, we utilize multiple generations of dated and de-
formed fluvial terraces to explore two key aspects of
the along‐strike kinematic development of the Ostler
fault zone in southern New Zealand over the past
∼100 k.y.: accumulation of fault slip through space
and time and fixed‐length thrust growth that results
in patterns of drainage diversion suggestive of later-
ally propagating faults. Along the Ostler fault, sur-
face deformation patterns revealed by topographic
surveying of terrace profiles in nine transverse drai-
nages define systematic variations in fault geometry
and suggest deformation over both listric and planar
thrust ramps. Kinematic modeling of folded terrace
profiles and >100 fault‐scarp surveys along major fault
sections reveals remarkably similar slip distributions
for multiple successions of geomorphic surfaces span-
ning ∼100 k.y. Spatially abrupt and temporally sus-
tained displacement gradients across zones of fault
section overlap suggest that either persistent barriers
to fault propagation or interference between overlap-
ping faults dominate the interactions of fault tips from
the scale of individual scarps to the entire fault zone.
Deformed terrace surfaces dated using optically stimu-
lated luminescence and cosmogenic radionuclides indi-
cate steady, maximum rates of fault slip of ∼1.9 mm/yr
during the Late Quaternary. Slip data synthesized
along the central Ostler fault zone imply that displace-
ment accumulated at approximately constant fault
lengths over the past ∼100 k.y. A northward temporal
progression of abandoned wind gaps along this section
thus reflects lateral tilting in response to amplification of
displacement, rather than simple fault lengthening or
lateral propagation. Oscillations of climate at ∼104‐yr
time scales modulate the formation and incision of geo-
morphic surfaces during successive glacial stages. Super-
imposed on apparently steadier rates of fault slip, such
climate‐dependent surfaces contribute to a pattern of
progressive drainage deflection along the central Ostler
fault zone that is largely independent of fault propaga-
tion. Citation: Amos, C. B., D. W. Burbank, and S. A. L. Read
(2010), Along‐strike growth of the Ostler fault, New Zealand:
Consequences for drainage deflection above active thrusts,
Tectonics, 29, TC4021, doi:10.1029/2009TC002613.
1. Introduction
[2] A quantitative understanding of thrust fault growth
remains integral to our knowledge of how active compres-
sional mountain belts evolve during ongoing deformation
and crustal shortening. Actual kinematic constraints on the
three‐dimensional, spatiotemporal development of active
thrust systems, however, are surprisingly scarce. Both geo-
morphic surfaces and syntectonic sediments have emerged
as useful archives of strain by linking the kinematic pre-
dictions of thrust fault‐related folding (i.e., fault‐bend, fault‐
propagation, and trishear models) [Suppe, 1983; Suppe and
Medwedeff, 1990; Erslev, 1991] to active deformation of the
ground surface [e.g., Lavé and Avouac, 2000; Thompson
et al., 2002; Hardy and Poblet, 2005; Dolan and Avouac,
2007, and references therein]. Despite their role in provid-
ing constraints on the style, rate, and magnitude of active
thrusting from topographic and seismic data, such studies
typically present a two‐dimensional, transport‐parallel view
into the growth and architecture of active thrust systems.
The tendency for thrusts to lengthen with increasing dis-
placement [e.g., Elliott, 1976; Walsh and Watterson, 1988;
Cowie and Scholz, 1992], however, underscores the neces-
sity of both transport‐parallel and ‐perpendicular perspec-
tives in providing a comprehensive view of thrust fault
evolution [Cooper et al., 2003; Bernal et al., 2004].
[3] By exploiting linkages between thrust faulting and
folding of the Earth’s crust [e.g., Boyer and Elliot, 1982],
numerous studies have utilized along‐strike analysis of
active fault‐related folds as a proxy for delineating thrust
growth in three dimensions [e.g., Jackson et al., 1996;
Mueller and Talling, 1997; Delcaillau et al., 1998; Bull,
2009]. Such studies typically rely on combined structural
and geomorphic analyses of emergent folds and chronologic
constraints on deformed geomorphic surfaces [Keller et al.,
1998; Jackson et al., 2002; Hetzel et al., 2004; Bennett
et al., 2005, 2006], magnetostratigraphy of growth strata
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[Chen et al., 2002, 2007], or ergodic, space‐for‐time sub-
stitutions [Burbank et al., 1999; Keller et al., 1999] to
document growth histories along the underlying active
thrusts. Taken together, these studies suggest that thrust
fault growth is often nonlinear, and that rates of lateral thrust
propagation can be rapid (10 s of mm/yr) and variable with
respect to the total fault displacement [Bennett et al., 2006].
Such data fill a crucial gap in our understanding of the
evolution of fault length and displacement relationships,
given that kinematic constraints on competing models for
fault growth are generally absent [Walsh et al., 2002]. Slip
histories constructed from both active and inactive fault
systems, however, are generally ambiguous as to whether
they reflect lateral fault growth or sustained displacement
gradients on the controlling thrust [Keller et al., 1999]. The
actual kinematics of displacement transfer and segment
linkage for active thrusts are also confounded by insufficient
temporal control [Davis et al., 2005], again highlighting the
need for quantitative measures of along‐strike thrust fault
growth.
[4] Here, we define and analyze patterns of thrust devel-
opment for the Ostler fault zone, a well‐expressed Quater-
nary thrust fault in southern New Zealand (Figure 1). By
integrating kinematic analysis of displaced geomorphic
surfaces from nine transverse drainages along the ∼60‐km
surface trace, we delineate spatial patterns of deformation
parallel and perpendicular to the fault transport direction. As
tools, we combine the results of detailed geomorphic map-
ping with high‐resolution topographic surveying of both
deformed geomorphic surfaces and active fault scarps, and
with geochronologic constraints on terrace formation. Our
synthesis indicates that, over the past ∼70–100 k.y., growth
of the Ostler fault zone occurred through gradual amplifi-
cation of the displacement profile without resolvable fault
lengthening. Displacement and slip‐rate estimates for mul-
tiple generations of deformed surfaces along each fault
section reveal a range of profile shapes, with either asym-
metric or centrally localized maxima and smoothly varying
gradients generally steepening toward the fault tips. Steeper
and persistent displacement‐rate gradients occur at segment
boundaries where overlapping fault strands suggest signifi-
cant slip transfer or incipient linkage.
[5] Maintenance of these displacement‐rate gradients
through time also contributes to the general northward pat-
tern of drainage deflection and the younging of paleo‐out-
wash valleys preserved along the Ostler fault zone [Amos
and Burbank, 2007]. In contrast to conventional inter-
pretations of progressive wind‐gap emplacement as
reflecting lateral fault propagation [Jackson et al., 1996;
Delcaillau et al., 1998; Keller et al., 1998; Burbank et al.,
1999; Keller et al., 1999], drainage diversion along the
Ostler fault instead reflects lateral tilting in response to
amplification of the displacement profile in the absence of
significant fault lengthening. This result highlights potential
discrepancies between rates of drainage diversion and
lengthwise fault growth and emphasizes the importance of
geochronologic control on the creation of wind gaps in
efforts to reconstruct the growth history of active thrusts and
related folds.
2. Study Area
2.1. Regional Setting and Background
[6] The Ostler fault represents a zone of east‐directed
thrusting within the intermontane Mackenzie Basin in the
Southern Alps of New Zealand (Figure 1). The fault con-
stitutes one of several structures east of the plate‐bounding
Alpine fault that accommodate approximately one‐quarter to
one‐third of the ∼37 mm/yr of relative motion between the
obliquely colliding Pacific and Australian plates [DeMets et
al., 1994; Pearson et al., 1995; Tippett and Hovius, 2000;
Norris and Cooper, 2001]. Resolved onto the Alpine fault,
this motion corresponds to velocities parallel and per-
pendicular to the plate boundary of ∼35 and ∼10 mm/yr,
respectively [Norris and Cooper, 2001]. The roughly north–
northeast‐striking Ostler fault is oriented oblique to the
direction of plate convergence (Figure 1) in a structural
transition zone that interrupts the predominately plate‐
boundary‐parallel orientation of folds and thrusts in the
central South Island [Upton et al., 2009]. This zone consists
of several north‐ to northwest‐striking reverse faults and
isolated sinistral strike‐slip faults localized along an inher-
ited, pre‐collisional transition in crustal thickness and rheo-
logical properties between Otago to the southwest and
Canterbury to the northeast [Upton et al., 2009].
[7] The crustal composition and structure of the Mack-
enzie Basin primarily reflects the assemblage and subsequent
tectonic and erosional modification of the Permo‐Triassic
Torlesse terrane. Ranges surrounding the Mackenzie Basin
comprise deformed Torlesse greywacke, foliated meta-
greywacke, and its low‐grade schist equivalent [Sporli and
Lillie, 1974]. The Torlesse terrane originated within an
accretionary prism bounding the convergent margin of
Gondwana [MacKinnon, 1983]. Later rifting of this margin
in the Cretaceous resulted in pervasive extensional defor-
mation of Torlesse rocks and is recorded in a series of Ter-
tiary basins localized along the crustal boundary separating
Otago and Canterbury [Deckart et al., 2002; Upton et al.,
2009]. Within the Mackenzie Basin, Cretaceous‐Miocene
sedimentary rocks are nowhere exposed but are interpreted
from seismic imaging to rest unconformably above Torlesse
basement [Long et al., 2003]. Based on the inferred presence
of these deposits at depth, Ghisetti et al. [2007] suggest that
the Mackenzie Basin may represent an inverted Tertiary
extensional basin, controlled by the Ostler fault zone as
reactivated normal fault.
[8] Upper portions of the Mackenzie Basin stratigraphy
consist of Plio‐Pleistocene molasse of the Kurow Group
[Mildenhall, 2001], recording earlier periods of uplift and
unroofing of the Southern Alps [Chamberlain et al., 1999].
Kurow Group sediments are primarily exposed in uplifted
and backtilted dip panels above active thrusts in the
Mackenzie Basin [Gair, 1967]. The modern geomorphic
surface of the Mackenzie Basin is dominated by Pleistocene
outwash and fluvial gravels, and estimates of basin depth
limit the total thickness of Cenozoic deposits to less than
2 km [Long et al., 2003].
[9] The active surface trace of the Ostler fault zone spans
∼60 km, from the Ahuriri River in the south (Figure 1) to
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Whale Stream at the northern end of Lake Pukaki. To the
north, the Ostler fault merges with the Great Groove fault,
which extends an additional ∼30 km northward along the
foot of the Ben Ohau Range [Ward and Sporli, 1979].
Complex and highly segmented surface ruptures define four
main fault sections along the Ostler fault zone (Figure 1).
From north to south, the Northern, Haybarn, North Central,
and South Central sections define an average fault strike of
015°. Despite the fault zone’s relatively discontinuous sur-
face trace and the presence of several km‐scale step‐overs
(Figure 1), individual sections along the Ostler fault are
interpreted as kinematically linked at depth [Davis et al.,
Figure 1. The Ostler fault zone, South Island, New Zealand. Overview map shows the location of fault
scarps, major fault section boundaries, and moraine complexes in the Ohau and Pukaki Valleys. Paleo‐
outwash valleys at Willowbank Saddle (WS) and Clearburn (CB) record progressive northward drainage
deflection toward the modern position of the Ohau River (OR). Inset depicts active fault traces in the
Mackenzie Basin (MB), Otago (OT), and Canterbury (CB), as well as the tectonic setting of the obliquely
colliding Australian (AUS) and Pacific (PAC) plates. The location of the Ostler fault zone (OFZ) within
the small bounding box and the Great Groove fault (GGF) are also shown for reference.
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2005]. Offset geomorphic surfaces preserved across the fault
show primarily west‐side‐up displacements without a sig-
nificant component of oblique slip [Read, 1984; Davis et al.,
2005]. Along the Great Groove fault, however, displace-
ment of Kurow Group sediments includes both reverse and
left‐lateral strike slip motion [Templeton et al., 1999].
[10] Fault planes imaged using ground‐penetrating radar
the along the North Central section immediately west of
Twizel (Figure 1) have average dips of 56 ± 9° (2s) in the
shallow subsurface [Amos et al., 2007]. These dips generally
agree with estimates from offsets of multiple terrace levels
(50 ± 18° (2s)) [Davis et al., 2005] and deeper seismic
reflection and refraction data (∼50–60°) [Ghisetti et al.,
2007; Campbell et al., 2010]. Ground‐penetrating radar
studies farther south along the North Central section reveal a
range in fault dips between ∼30° [McClymont et al., 2008]
and ∼50° [Wallace et al., 2010], indicating some degree of
dip variability in the shallow subsurface. Folded geomorphic
surfaces in the hanging wall of the Ostler fault zone com-
monly define highly asymmetric anticlines with broad,
west‐tilted backlimbs and half‐wavelengths of up to several
km [Davis et al., 2005]. In an earlier study [Amos et al.,
2007], we interpreted this pattern of surface deformation
as representing slip along listric, or curviplanar thrusts
rooted at shallow depths into planar fault ramps, potentially
controlled by the mechanical stratigraphy and depth of
Cenozoic basin fill.
[11] Estimates of the total offset on the Ostler fault stem
from seismic imaging along the North Central fault section
[Ghisetti et al., 2007; Campbell et al., 2010]. Several Plio‐
Pleistocene sedimentary sequences that are identified and
correlated across the fault by Ghisetti et al. [2007] yield a
total fault throw of ∼800 m and a corresponding shortening
of ∼30%. Constraints on the timing of fault onset are less
clear, although Davis et al. [2005] suggest a mid‐Pleisto-
cene origin for the Ostler fault based on extrapolation of
fault length‐displacement scaling relationships. Exposed
growth strata in the Ostler fault hanging wall (see discussion
below and also Amos et al. [2007] and Ghisetti et al. [2007])
also demonstrate that deformation was clearly ongoing
during deposition of Plio‐Pleistocene molasse.
[12] Previous work on deformed terraces crossing the
Ostler fault zone suggests slip rates in excess of ∼1 mm/yr
[Blick et al., 1989; Read and Blick, 1991; Davis et al., 2005;
Amos et al., 2007]. This rate corresponds to ∼10% of the
distributed Pacific plate motion southeast of the Alpine
fault. Geodetically observed vertical deformation of the
Ostler fault hanging wall occurs at a similar rate, suggestive
of either interseismic storage of elastic strain or aseismic
folding [Blick et al., 1989]. Paleoseismic trenching on the
northern Ostler fault [van Dissen et al., 1994], however,
implies that large, surface‐rupturing earthquakes occur along
the Ostler fault zone. The timing of these paleoearthquakes
between ∼3–4 ka, ∼6–8 ka, and ∼10 ka indicates a recurrence
interval of ∼2–5 ky for the northern Ostler fault [van Dissen
et al., 1994]. Away from transverse drainages, a ∼1 m‐high
scarp cuts the foot of young hillslopes and recent landslide
deposits along much of the fault’s length and may represent a
single‐event scarp formed during the most recent earthquake.
2.2. Geomorphology of the Ostler Fault Zone
[13] Several generations of Late Pleistocene glacial mor-
aines, outwash surfaces, and fluvial terraces dominate the
surficial geology of the Mackenzie Basin [Read, 1984].
Terrace and outwash surfaces are graded to moraine com-
plexes reflecting intermittent glacial occupation of the Lake
Ohau and Lake Pukaki valleys [Blick et al., 1989; Read and
Blick, 1991]. Quaternary landforms and deposits in the
Mackenzie Basin were originally categorized through rela-
tive dating and field relationships into four major age divi-
sions [Gair, 1967]. We build upon this classification scheme
and subdivide geomorphic surfaces into Wolds, Balmoral,
Mount John, and Tekapo age associations (T1 to T4), from
oldest to youngest (Figure 2). Each age association contains
multiple terrace levels, noted using apostrophes, e.g., T1′.
Dating of terrace surfaces spanning the length of the Ostler
fault (discussed below) confirms synchronous times of ter-
race formation between individual drainages.
[14] Flights of terraces preserved across the Ostler fault
represent strath terraces eroded into bedrock, aggradational
Quaternary outwash surfaces, or isolated cut terraces
beveled into Pleistocene outwash. Exposures into strath
terrace surfaces reveal up to several meters of fluvial sand
and gravel resting above the bedrock strath. In contrast,
terrace surfaces with thicker gravel cover (i.e., ≥∼3 m) are
classified here as outwash terraces, which are aggradational
features. Basal exposures of outwash surfaces are uncom-
mon, although where visible, they indicate on the order of
several decimeters or less of overlying gravel cover. Intri-
cate texturing of strath and outwash terrace surfaces with
abundant paleochannels attests to their relatively pristine
and uneroded nature, despite a locally irregular loess and
soil cover typically less than a meter thick [Maizels, 1989].
[15] Geomorphic surfaces on the Ostler fault also include
three broad, originally flat‐bottomed outwash valleys eroded
through Plio‐Pleistocene bedrock across the North Central
section [Amos and Burbank, 2007] (Figure 1). The southern
two outwash valleys (Willowbank and Clearburn) no longer
contain major, active drainages and are preserved as wind
gaps uplifted above the basin floor. Westward tilting due to
folding over the Ostler fault has locally reversed the original
eastward slope of the outwash surfaces in each wind gap.
Drainage from the Lake Ohau valley now follows the
northernmost valley and crosses the North Central section of
the Ostler fault zone immediately south of the town of
Twizel (Figure 1).
[16] If we assume that deformed strath terraces formed
with a long profile geometry similar to modern streams
[Pazzaglia and Brandon, 2001], widespread and laterally
continuous terrace surfaces preserved across the Ostler fault
zone represent ideal, dateable strain markers for recording
fault growth. This assumption is most likely to be valid
where longitudinal profiles along a strath surface can be
compared to the modern bedrock channel, because straths
represent former equilibrium positions of the river bed prior
to incision [Bull, 1991]. For outwash or fill terraces, po-
tential dissimilarities between the initial surface geometry
and modern stream profiles are more likely, given that
bedrock geometry beneath outwash surfaces is commonly
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unknown, the thickness of outwash gravels may approach
tens of meters, and increased sediment load during outwash
events probably required a steeper transport gradient. This
discrepancy is exemplified by the modern Ohau River,
where average long profile slopes on the Mount John out-
wash surface (∼0.9°) exceed modern local river gradients
(∼0.4°) upstream of the area affected by folding. As such,
the actual magnitude of post‐abandonment westward
(upstream) tilting of this surface is probably underestimated
through comparison with the modern channel long profile.
Assessment of post‐abandonment tilting of outwash surfaces
thus requires comparison to surface profiles outside the zone
of tilting and deformation.
[17] We surveyed terrace treads, outwash surfaces, and
active channels in each transverse drainage along the Ostler
fault using a Trimble 4700 differential GPS with centimeter‐
level vertical and horizontal precision. This degree of pre-
cision is less than the “geomorphic noise,” or ground surface
irregularities caused by variations in soil or loess cover,
generally less than ∼10 cm. Scatter in our survey data instead
reflects ubiquitous paleochannel rills typically with <1 m of
relief on surface treads. Where exposed and accessible for
strath terrace surfaces, we also surveyed isolated points
along the strath‐gravel contact in addition to points along
the terrace tread. Additionally, topographic profiles mea-
sured from a TOPSAR 10‐m digital elevation model were
used to supplement our survey coverage. DEM elevations
were tied to our survey measurements through repeated
surveying of known benchmarks throughout the field area.
2.3. Surface Chronology
[18] Existing radiocarbon, luminescence, and cosmogenic
exposure ages in the Mackenzie Basin [Maizels, 1989;
Schaefer et al., 2001, 2006; Amos et al., 2007] lend support
to correlation of the Tekapo and Mount John age divisions
with the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), or Otiran Glacial
period in New Zealand [Suggate, 1990]. The association of
older features with Late Quaternary stratigraphic subdivi-
sions in New Zealand, however, typically relies on tentative
correlations to climatic proxies such as the marine isotopic
record [e.g., Martinson et al., 1987] or paleoclimatic data
from ice cores [Petit et al., 1999]. Actual connections be-
tween these records and Quaternary landscape features re-
Figure 2. Terrace stratigraphy/Quaternary chronology for surfaces preserved along the Ostler fault zone.
OSL dating of terrace fills from this study and Amos et al. [2007] bracket correlation of the Balmoral
surface with cold periods during either Marine Isotope Stage 4 or 5b. Mean cosmogenic exposure ages on a
Tekapo moraine match well with latest‐LGM moraines dated by Schaefer et al. [2001, 2006].
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quire additional geochronologic control beyond the range of
radiocarbon dating [Sutherland et al., 2007]. We supple-
ment existing age constraints on geomorphic features in the
Mackenzie Basin using optically stimulated luminescence
(OSL) dating of terrace sediments and cosmogenic radio-
nuclide dating (CRN) of glacial moraines and outwash
surfaces to bracket the timing of terrace formation.
[19] OSL dating of Quaternary sediments can provide
accurate constraints on depositional age provided that ma-
terial was sufficiently exposed to sunlight prior to burial so
that its OSL age is reset to zero [Duller, 1996; Aitken, 1998].
To maximize the likelihood of resetting prior to deposition,
we sampled terrace silts and fine sands indicative of over-
bank deposition in a relatively shallow and quiescent fluvial
environment. Our results (Tables 1a and 1b) complement
previous luminescence dating of silts beneath Balmoral
outwash gravels just north of the Ohau River where it
crosses the North Central section of the Ostler fault zone
(Figure 1) [Amos et al., 2007]. Those dates indicated a
maximum age of ∼105 ka and correlation with either marine
isotope stage (MIS) 5b or 4. Samples WLL493 and WLL494
(Tables 1a and 1b) represent interbedded sands and silts
collected from an exposure into the same Balmoral surface
dated in our previous study where it is cut by a prominent
scarp along the Haybarn fault section (Figures 1, 3a, and 3b).
Although these samples originate from approximately the
same stratigraphic interval, their calculated OSL ages differ
by ∼70 kyr. This age discrepancy may result from the fact
that the older of these two samples (WLL493) is likely to be
close to saturation, resulting in large data scatter and high
error margins (∼20%) in the calculated OSL age [U. Rieser,
personal communication, 2006]. Incomplete exposure to light
prior to burial will also bias samples to older ages. Given that
the OSL date for sample WLL493 (143 ± 23 ka, 1s) is
significantly older than the maximum age of two samples
from beneath the terrace gravels (∼105 ka) [Amos et al.,
2007], we use only the younger sample age of 75.1 ±
8.6 ka (1s, WLL494) as a minimum constraint on the
Balmoral T2 terrace (Figure 2).
[20] Samples WLL495 and WLL496 also represent inter-
bedded sand and silt collected from Balmoral outwash
gravels (Figures 3c and 3d). These ages, 69.0 ± 6.8 and 72.9 ±
Figure 3. (a) Photograph and (b) interpretation of OSL sample locality WLL494 within terrace fill
deposits on a prominent Balmoral outwash terrace. (c) Photo and (d) stratigraphic interpretation of
OSL sample locality WLL495, where Mount John capping gravels cover older Balmoral fill below a
prominent unconformity. Hammer for scale in each photo.
Table 1a. Luminescence Dating Results: Water and Radionuclide Contents
Sample
Numbera
Location
(Latitude/Longitude)
Altitude
(m)
Sample Depth
(m)
Water
Content db
U (mg/g)
From 234Th
U (mg/g)
From 226Ra,
214Pb, 214Bic
U (mg/g)
From 210Pb
Th (mg/g)
From 208Tl,
212Pb, 228Acc
WLL493 −44.23887°/170.02568° 561 3.4 1.192 2.66 ± 0.26 2.62 ± 0.17 2.70 ± 0.24 10.5 ± 0.13
WLL494 −44.23881°/170.02582° 556 3.15 1.144 3.08 ± 0.30 2.84 ± 0.19 2.94 ± 0.26 10.88 ± 0.15
WLL495 −44.26513°/170.04730° 526 1.3 1.078 2.03 ± 0.25 2.21 ± 0.16 2.45 ± 0.23 9.72 ± 0.13
WLL496 −44.26527°/170.04723° 526 0.85 1.092 2.07 ± 0.26 2.12 ± 0.17 2.36 ± 0.23 9.76 ± 0.13
aSample preparation and measurements at the Luminescence Dating Laboratory, School of Earth Sciences, Victoria University, Wellington, NZ.
bRatio wet sample to dry sample weight. Errors assumed 50% (d‐1).
cU and Th‐content is calculated from the error weighted mean of the isotope equivalent contents.
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3.8 ka (1s), respectively, are indistinguishable from sample
WLL494 at 95% confidence, and they further support a
minimum Balmoral age of 70–75 ka (Tables 1a and 1b).
Samples WLL495 and WLL496, however, originate from
an outwash exposure beneath a prominent Mount John out-
wash terrace (Figures 3c and 3d). Whereas the minimum
Balmoral age from the Haybarn scarp to the northwest
(WLL494) comes from above a bedrock strath with < 10 m of
gravel cover, the presence of older fill beneath Mount John
terrace gravels suggests a significant southward thickening
of Balmoral outwash in the Ohau River valley (Figure 4).
Overlap among these three minimum ages also suggests
synchrony between the deposition of terrace gravels and
outwash accumulation during creation of the Balmoral T2
terrace.
[21] Weighted averages of OSL dates presented here and
in our previous study [Amos et al., 2007, Table 1b] bracket
formation of the Balmoral strath between 72.4 ± 3.1 and
104.9 ± 6.3 ka (1s), respectively. Comparison with paleo-
climatic proxy records reveals atmospheric cooling in the
southern hemisphere during this time [Petit et al., 1999] and
further supports correlation of Balmoral terraces with MIS
5b or early stage 4 (Figure 2). This period also overlaps with
the timing of widespread glacial advance recognized
throughout New Zealand, culminating at ∼80 ka [Preusser
et al., 2005; Sutherland et al., 2007].
[22] Geochronologic constraints on both the Wolds and
Tekapo surfaces come from CRN exposure‐age dating of
boulders and cobbles preserved on these landforms. Expo-
sure‐age dates were calculated by measuring cosmogenic
10Be present in quartz extracted from Torlesse metasedi-
mentary rocks deposited on end moraines and outwash
surfaces. For glacial moraines, we sampled the uppermost
surface of the largest boulders, typically >1 m in diameter
for the youngest moraines, present near the terminal moraine
crest. Samples collected from outwash surfaces include
both the largest individual cobbles present and an amalgam
of surface chips from ∼10 additional cobbles of meta-
greywacke. The resulting exposure ages (Table 2) were
computed using the CRONUS‐Earth online exposure age
calculator, Version 2.2, as described by Balco et al. [2008]
using the scaling scheme or spallation of Lal [1991] and
Table 1b. Luminescence Dating Results: Measured K Content, a‐Value and Equivalent Dose, Cosmic Dose Rate, Total Doserate, and
OSL Age
Sample
Numbera K (%)
Alpha
Effectiveness
a‐Valueb
Equivalent Dose,
De (Gy) dDc/dt (Gy/ka)
c
Dose Rate dD/dt
(Gy/ka)
OSL‐age (ka) and
1s Uncertaintyd
Age
Associatione Field Code
WLL493 2.15 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.02 535.7 ± 76.2 0.1448 ± 0.0072 3.75 ± 0.30 142.7 ± 23.3 Balmoral HBOSL‐05‐02
WLL494 2.03 ± 0.05 0.07 ± 0.03 312 ± 21.5 0.1495 ± 0.0075 4.16 ± 0.38 75.1 ± 8.6 Balmoral HBOSL‐05‐03
WLL495 1.99 ± 0.04 0.117 ± 0.015 314.3 ± 27.6 0.1911 ± 0.0096 4.56 ± 0.20 69.0 ± 6.8 Balmoral EROSL‐05‐01
WLL496 2.02 ± 0.04 0.073 ± 0.009 296.8 ± 10.1 0.2033 ± 0.0102 4.07 ± 0.16 72.9 ± 3.8 Balmoral EROSL‐05‐02
aSample preparation and measurements at the Luminescence Dating Laboratory, School of Earth Sciences, Victoria University, Welllington, NZ.
bItalics indicate an estimated a–value due to saturation of the a–irradiated subsample.
cContribution of cosmic radiation to the total doserate, calculated as proposed by Prescott and Hutton [1994].
dSample WLL493 was close to saturation and the large error margins reflect difficulties in fitting data points (U. Rieser, personal communication, 2006).
eAge designation based on previously defined Quaternary chronologies. See text for discussion.
Figure 4. Topographic profile across the Ohau River Valley from the TOPSAR 10‐m DEM showing the
general pattern of older surfaces stepping down in elevation to the modern channel. The profile location is
shown on Figure 1.
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Stone [2000]. All model exposure ages assume zero boulder
and clast erosion.
[23] Exposure ages calculated for five boulder samples
from a prominent Wolds end moraine at Willowbank saddle
(OSTCRN‐304‐1 through 5) exhibit substantial scatter,
ranging between ∼45 and 85 ka (Table 2). A composite
probability density function of these ages (Figure 5a) reveals
little overlap among individual ages and suggests that these
samples reflect diminution of cosmogenic 10Be through
post‐depositional erosion. The smooth, relatively subdued
geomorphic surface appearance of this moraine and the
scarcity of large boulders protruding through the regolith
cover are consistent with substantial diffusive erosion of the
moraine crest and some combination of exhumation and
surface erosion of the constituent boulders. As such, we
discount these ages in our assessment of the timing of the
Wolds glaciation and surface formation.
[24] In contrast, CRN exposure ages calculated for four
boulder samples from a relatively fresh and rocky Tekapo
end moraine preserved on the northern section of the Ostler
fault at Top McMillan Stream (TMMM‐05‐1 through 4)
cluster between ∼12 and 18 ka and overlap well within 2s
uncertainties (Table 2). A composite probability density
function of these ages exhibits a strong peak at 15.2 ± 2.4 ka
(Figure 5b), suggesting minimal post‐depositional erosion
of these boulders and the moraine crest. The calculated
composite peak is in good agreement and only slightly
younger than the mean CRN exposure age (17.4 ± 1.0 ka)
reported for latest‐LGM Tekapo moraines at adjacent Lake
Pukaki [Schaefer et al., 2006]. Schaefer et al. [2001] also
report a CRN exposure age for the oldest LGM Mount John
moraines at Lake Pukaki of 26.5 ± 4.0 ka, which stands in
good agreement with OSL dating of a prominent Mount
John strath terrace along the South Central Ostler fault
section [Amos et al., 2007]. Taken together, these dates
suggest an ∼10 kyr duration for the LGM within the Lake
Pukaki Valley [Schaefer et al., 2001].
[25] Samples OSTCRN‐224‐1, 2, 3, and 6 originate from
intact cobbles preserved on a prominent Wolds T1 strath
terrace surface at Dry Stream, preserved between the
Northern and Haybarn fault sections (Figure 1). Calculated
CRN exposure ages for these samples range between ∼77
and 123 ka (Table 2) with an apparent age cluster near the
older (>100 ka) range of the total age spectrum for these
samples. Bias toward younger ages evident in the age
spectrum at Dry Stream (e.g., OSTCRN‐224‐1, Table 2)
indicates a complicated exposure history for these clasts.
This exposure history could in part reflect stripping and
remobilization of a formerly thick loess cover, which would
serve to skew samples to younger ages. Field observations
of substantial variation in the thickness of loess blanketing
the T1 surface at Dry Stream (of ∼1–2 m) suggests the
likelihood of this scenario and underscores the CRN ages as
a minimum bracket on the timing of Wolds terrace forma-
tion. Though we acknowledge the additional possibility of
unconstrained bias due to inherited 10Be or a grain‐size
dependency for our surface‐clast samples, we utilize the
mean of the three oldest samples at Dry Stream, which form
a prominent peak in the total age spectrum (Figure 5c), for
this limiting age (110.8 ± 11.5 ka). Taken together, theseT
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exposure ages constrain the timing of the Wolds glaciation
to lie within the penultimate glacial maximum, or the
Waimea glacial period in New Zealand [Suggate, 1990], and
suggest potential correlation with MIS 6 (Figure 2).
[26] The general correspondence among terrace ages
bracketed here with OSL and CRN exposure dating, climate
proxy records, and documented Late‐Pleistocene glacial
intervals elsewhere in New Zealand [Suggate, 1990; Bull,
1991; Preusser et al., 2005; Sutherland et al., 2007] lends
support to the increasingly widespread recognition that
climate exerts fundamental control over fluvial and outwash
terrace genesis [e.g., Bull, 1991; Molnar et al., 1994; Pratt
et al., 2002; Formento‐Trigilio et al., 2003; Litchfield and
Berryman, 2005; Bookhagen et al., 2006]. Climate reg-
ulates local variations in sediment supply and discharge that
determine both the timing and pattern of lateral erosion and
incision during terrace formation [Hancock and Anderson,
2002]. Subsequent deformation of terrace and outwash
surfaces at the basin scale serves to amplify the effects of
regional incision that is ultimately driven tectonic base‐level
lowering [Nicol and Campbell, 2001; Pan et al., 2003; Bull,
2007].
3. Deformed Geomorphic Surfaces on the
Ostler Fault
3.1. Northern Section
[27] The Northern section of the Ostler fault zone bounds
the southeastern margin of the Ben Ohau Range (Figure 1).
Along the southern half of this strand, the fault raises Tor-
lesse metasediments in its hanging wall over Quaternary
gravels and glacial deposits on the basin floor (Figure 6a).
The fault consists of numerous overlapping splays and sec-
tions forming a complex, arcuate surface trace with an av-
erage trend of ∼025°. Northern portions of this fault section
cut into the range near the headwaters of the Twizel River
and form a prominent bedrock scarp with a quasi‐linear
surface trace. Farther north, the northern Ostler fault section
displaces lateral moraines at Boundary Stream before the
active surface trace is buried beneath scree slopes immedi-
ately north of Whale Stream. At the southern tip of the
Northern section, the surface trace dies out as subtle anti-
clinal warping of terraces north of Fraser Stream (Figure 6a).
[28] Streams draining the Ben Ohau Range are flanked by
flights of Late Quaternary strath terraces that cross the
Northern section of the Ostler fault zone. Gravels capping
these surfaces are typically less than 1–3 m in thickness.
Terrace treads, moraines, fault scarps, and fold axes were
mapped using a combination of 1:40,000 and 1:10,000 scale
aerial photography (Figure 6). Adjacent terrace treads are
separated by risers and display the general pattern of older
surfaces stepping down in elevation to younger terraces and
the modern river. Strath exposures are relatively continuous
along these surfaces and reveal both Kurow Group and
Torlesse bedrock (Figure 7). Last‐Glacial age terraces
(Mount John and Tekapo) predominate toward the northern
end of the fault and were identified based on their pristine
surface texture and height above the active channel. CRN
exposure dating of a prominent terminal moraine at Top
McMillan Stream (Figure 5b) aids in differentiating between
these two LGM age divisions and in correlating surfaces
within adjacent drainages. Widespread aggradation within
the footwall of the Northern Ostler fault and from numerous
smaller tributary drainages, however, diminishes the cer-
tainty of this distinction elsewhere along the Northern fault
section (Figure 6a). Nested within the LGM terraces, mul-
tiple levels of relatively discontinuous surfaces flank each of
the modern streams. We grouped these surfaces as undiffer-
entiated Holocene terraces because the scale of our mapping
generally exceeds the size of individual treads in this age
range (Figure 6a). Additionally, isolated Balmoral terrace
remnants occupy the highest relative positions above Dry and
Fraser Stream. Paleochannel rills are generally absent from
these Balmoral treads, therefore subduing the overall textural
appearance of these relatively older surfaces (Figure 6a).
With the exception of active alluvial surfaces flanking the
modern channels, the Northern fault section displaces each of
the three terrace age groups along its length.
Figure 5. Individual and composite probability density functions for CRN exposure ages for (a) Wolds
moraine at Willowbank Saddle, (b) Tekapo moraine at Top McMillan Stream, and (c) a prominent Wolds
outwash surface at Dry Stream. Peak ages for the composite curves represent mean ages (vertical white
line) and standard errors (gray bars) for all ages at Top McMillan Stream and the three oldest ages at Dry
Stream.
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Figure 6. Geomorphic and neotectonic map displaying terrace treads, fault scarps, and fold axes along
the (a) Northern and Haybarn and (b) Haybarn and North Central fault sections of the Ostler fault zone.
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[29] Folding along the Northern section exemplifies the
two primary styles of hanging wall deformation observed
for the Ostler fault zone: uniform uplift with no discernable
tilting, and progressive backlimb rotation. Where the
Northern section of the Ostler fault zone directly bounds the
eastern margin of the Ben Ohau Range (e.g., near Gladstone
Stream, Figure 6a), displacement of geomorphic features
across the fault generally occurs without significant warping
or tilting of terrace treads (see T3N at 0.5 km on Figure 7b).
Along Top McMillan Stream, however, the fault trace
departs from the range front, and folds are characterized by
broad, continuous, and planar backlimbs that grade into flat
terrace segments that generally parallel the modern river
(Figure 7a). This transition defines an active axial surface
[e.g., Hubert‐Ferrari et al., 2007] and occurs roughly 300–
450 m upstream from the fault trace along a prominent
Mount John surface. Folding of this surface is highly asym-
metric with a relatively short, steep, and abrupt forelimb
and a more extensive and gentler fold backlimb. After
removal of the ∼5° modern gradient along this reach of Top
McMillan Stream, linear regressions through the planar
portions folded backlimbs reveal 2.5° and 1.6° westward
tilts for the west and east side of Top McMillan stream,
respectively (Figure 7a). Removal of a locally linear stream
gradient is justified here given the relatively short length of
this reach and the overall parallelism of untilted terrace
segments and the stream‐profile regression.
3.2. Haybarn Section
[30] The Haybarn section of the Ostler fault zone [Read,
1984; Blick et al., 1989] sits east of the Northern fault
Figure 7. GPS survey profiles of modern channels and deformed strath and outwash terraces preserved
along the Northern and Haybarn fault sections. Surveyed points along terrace treads for each terrace level
are projected approximately perpendicular to the mapped axial surface orientation. The lower plots for
each drainage reflect removal of either a linear or polynomial fit to the modern stream profile (upper plot).
Where visible, the bedrock composition in exposed straths is noted along each profile.
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section along the southeast margin of the Ben Ohau Range
(Figure 1). Unlike the Northern section, however, the
Haybarn fault cuts basin deposits along much of its length
and reveals both Kurow bedrock and Torlesse basement
rocks in hanging wall strath exposures (Figures 6a and 7).
Where exposed, Kurow beds north of Dry Stream display
exclusively westward dips of ∼20–30°NW (Figure 6a). The
surface trace of the Haybarn fault is also relatively complex
with numerous splays and overlapping step‐overs sugges-
tive of slip transfer among individual fault segments [Davis
et al., 2005]. Numerous, subparallel normal fault scarps
immediately north of Dry Stream (Figure 6a) also indicate
localized extension and topographic collapse of the uplifted
hanging wall [Eusden et al., 2003] along portions of the
Haybarn fault. To the north, the Haybarn section tips out
near its intersection with the Northern section of the Ostler
fault zone west of the Twizel River (Figure 5a). The Hay-
barn fault terminates at its southern end along a prominent
Mount John outwash surface just north of the Ohau River
(Figure 6b).
[31] Geomorphic surfaces mapped on 1:40,000 and
1:10,000 scale aerial photographs across the Haybarn fault
also reveal the general pattern of strath terraces stepping
down in elevation to younger terraces and the modern river
(Figures 6a and 6b). Like the Northern section, the Haybarn
fault cuts surfaces of each age designation, except the
modern channel alluvium. Exposed straths reveal both
Torlesse and Kurow bedrock beneath ∼1–3 m of capping
gravel, and many terrace surfaces are continuous across both
the Haybarn and Northern fault sections (Figure 7). Surfaces
to the east, however, may be largely aggradational in the
footwall of the Haybarn fault. OSL ages (WLL493 and 494,
Tables 1a and 1b) from the prominent T2 outwash terrace
cut by the southern Haybarn section (Figure 6b) confirm
correlation of this surface with the Balmoral age association
(Figure 2). Additionally, several older, isolated strath terrace
remnants occupy the highest relative positions above Dry
and Fraser Streams (Figure 6b). The aforementioned CRN
exposure dating of the broad T1 terrace immediately north
of Dry Stream confirms its correlation with the Wolds age
division (Figure 5c).
[32] Folded terraces along northern sections of the Hay-
barn fault also display the general pattern of broadly west‐
tilted fold backlimbs and abrupt, east‐dipping forelimbs
(Figure 7). Across the synclinal axial surface bounding each
fold backlimb, untilted terrace segments in the hanging wall
flatten and trend parallel to the modern river profile. This
deformation pattern mimics folds across the Northern fault
section for the Tekapo surface at Top McMillan Stream,
where removal of the ∼5° stream gradient reveals a mod-
erate, 1.1° westward tilt upstream of the Haybarn fault
(Figure 7a). Where multiple generations of surfaces are
preserved across the fault, deformed treads show continu-
ously greater tilts for older terrace generations (Figure 7).
Terraces profiles at Gladstone Stream exemplify this pattern
of progressive backlimb rotation, and removal of a poly-
nomial fit to the modern stream uncovers a 2.6° and 1.7°
westward tilt for the Balmoral T2 and T2′ surfaces, re-
spectively (Figure 7b). Younger, Mount John straths on
either side of Gladstone Stream display more modest 0.6°
and 0.7° backlimb tilts. To the south, older Wolds strath
terrace remnants preserved along the flanks of Dry Stream
(Figure 5a) display even greater degrees of westward
backlimb tilting between 4.2° and 4.6° after removal of a
linear fit to the channel profile (Figure 7c). Folded back-
limbs along Mount John and Tekapo surfaces adjacent to
Dry Stream show slight westward tilts across the synclinal
axial surface of 0.4–0.6° (T3 and T4, respectively), whereas
the youngest Tekapo T4′ terrace roughly parallels the linear
stream profile along its length (Figure 7c). Greater tilts on
the inset T4 surface compared to the older T3 terrace at Dry
Stream suggest either a lower limit on our ability to resolve
small amplitude tilting or an along‐strike increase in back-
limb rotation to the south.
[33] Terrace deformation patterns along southern portions
of the Haybarn section change markedly where the Northern
fault terminates and the Haybarn fault takes over as the
bounding thrust for the Ben Ohau Range (Figures 1 and 6).
As evident along Fraser Stream, deformed strath terrace
treads display little discernible tilting after removing a 1.7°,
linear streamwise gradient from surveyed terrace profiles
(Figure 7d). Instead, differential uplift across the Haybarn
fault appears to be broadly uniform and occurs without the
downstream divergence of progressively older terrace treads
characteristic of folded surfaces outboard of the main range
front to the north (Figure 7d). We use a streamwise refer-
ence gradient measured along the thalweg of Fraser Stream
because of the overall complexity of the channel profile
when projected perpendicular to the N–S fault strike in this
location.
3.3. Central Sections
[34] Central sections of the Ostler fault zone extend for
∼40 km from north of the Ohau River to the Ahuriri River in
the south (Figure 1). A prominent, ∼1 km step‐over or relay
ramp at Willowbank Saddle separates the Central section
into the ∼015° trending North Central strand and the more
northeasterly trending (∼025°) South Central portion of the
Ostler fault zone. Both fault sections bound a series of low
hills to the west composed of Plio‐Pleistocene Kurow Group
strata. Bedding orientations within these uplifted blocks
also display exclusively westward dips of ∼25–55°NW
(Figures 6b and 8b). Like other sections of the Ostler fault,
surface traces within both the North Central and South
Central sections are complex and include: numerous syn-
thetic, en echelon thrust scarps and splays; several promi-
nent west‐directed backthrusts; and abundant normal fault
scarplets accommodating localized hanging wall extension
and crestal graben formation [e.g., Bull, 2007, Figure 1.10]
(Figures 6b and 8). Several such normal faults north of
Quailburn (Figure 8b) display down‐to‐the‐west displace-
ments and appear to follow west‐dipping bedding within the
Tertiary sequence. The overall surface trace of the Central
Ostler fault sections generally decreases in complexity to the
south, where the South Central section completes a 90°
change in strike and terminates to the west along the Ahuriri
River (Figure 1). This section of the Ostler fault zone is
termed “the knot” and described in detail by Read and Blick
[1991].
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Figure 8
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[35] Mapping of transverse drainages using 1:40,000 and
1:10,000 scale aerial photographs reveals multiple genera-
tions of deformed outwash and strath terraces across both
the North and South Central sections of the Ostler fault zone
(Figures 6b and 8). Along the North Central Ostler fault,
outwash terraces predominate. Strath terraces revealing the
underlying Kurow bedrock are more common along the
South Central section, although outwash terraces are also
present. Where active drainage continues across the fault,
terrace surfaces display the general pattern of older surfaces
stepping down in elevation to younger terrace treads and the
modern river channel. Flights of outwash, strath, and cut
terraces along the Ohau River exemplify this relationship
and reveal a nearly complete sequence of Mackenzie Basin
surfaces from the high Wolds strath terraces to the younger,
Holocene surfaces (Figures 4 and 6b).
[36] Deformed terrace surfaces within two broad paleo‐
outwash valleys, now preserved as wind gaps, record the
progressive defeat of formerly transverse drainage along the
Central Ostler fault zone. Correlation of these outwash
surfaces with the Mount John and Wolds age divisions
suggests minimum ages on the Clearburn outwash valley
and Willowbank saddle of ∼26 ka [Schaefer et al., 2001;
Amos et al., 2007] and >120 ka [Read, 1984], respectively
(Figure 8a). The last‐glacial‐age outwash surface at Clear-
burn, T3′ (Figure 8a), is also continuous to the north with
Mount John surfaces flanking the Ohau River, where both
the younger Tekapo outwash terrace and modern drainage
continue across the North Central fault section. Continuity
between these terraces implies that active outwash occupied
both the Clearburn and Ohau River valleys during Mount
John time. The footwall is largely aggradational along the
Central Ostler fault section and is blanketed by Mount John
outwash for much of its length (Figure 8). Footwall aggra-
dation from both Tekapo and Mount John outwash fans also
occurs at the Quailburn drainage, and Holocene and younger
gravels of the Ahuriri River cover much of the footwall at
Henburn (Figure 8b). Aside from the youngest Holocene
surfaces and recently active channel alluvium (Figure 5b),
central sections of the Ostler fault zone generally cut all
terrace levels of Tekapo age and older.
[37] Like the Haybarn fault, styles and patterns of terrace
deformation change markedly along strike for central sec-
tions of the Ostler fault zone. Folded outwash surfaces along
the Ohau River (Figure 6b) display progressively increasing
westward tilts for older terrace treads (Figure 9a), similar in
character to folds observed along the northern Haybarn
fault. Originally described in our earlier study [Amos et al.,
2007], survey profiles along the northern and southern
margins of the prominent Balmoral outwash terrace north of
the Ohau River (Figure 6b) reveal backlimb tilting between
4.3° and 2.4°, respectively, after removing the linear 0.4°
river gradient along this reach (Figure 9a). The gradient
along this short reach lies parallels to untilted portions of the
Mount John outwash terrace and thus is interpreted to ap-
proximate the original slope of these surfaces during depo-
sition. Greater degrees of observed backlimb tilting on the
Tekapo outwash surface (1.1°) versus the Mount John tread
(0.8°) in this location may represent a lower limit on our
ability to resolve small amplitude folding or an along‐strike
change in slip rate or fault geometry.
[38] Folded outwash terraces at both Clearburn and Wil-
lowbank saddle display similar surface deformation patterns
to those observed for the Ohau River surfaces. In each
location, surface profiles reveal strongly asymmetric anti-
clines with extensive and smoothly continuous, west‐tilted
backlimbs, and relatively short, steeper, east‐dipping fore-
limbs (Figures 9b and 9c). Measurement of backlimb tilting
for surfaces contained within these wind gaps, however,
requires comparison to surface gradients outside the zone of
active folding, because modern drainage is either entirely
blocked or tectonically perturbed. Wairepo Creek, the small
underfit stream flowing across the Clearburn saddle, displays
a prominent knickpoint along the modern profile as it crosses
the North Central strand of the Ostler fault (Figure 9b). The
catchment for Wairepo Creek is at least an order of magni-
tude smaller than the river system responsible for creating the
abandoned outwash surfaces. The warped reach of Wairepo
Creek departs from both channel gradients and outwash
surface slopes upstream of the area affected by folding (0.3°).
As such, we subtract this unperturbed, upstream slope from
Clearburn outwash terrace profiles to obtain westward tilts of
3.9°, 1.4°, and 1.1° from regressions through the T2, T3, and
T3′ backlimbs, respectively (Figure 9b). For the Wolds T1
outwash terrace at Willowbank saddle, removal of a linear
0.3° surface gradient measured upstream of the active fold
suggests backlimb tilting of 3.0–3.3° along the western fold
above the South Central fault section (Figure 9c). Backlimb
regressions through this surface across the frontal fold yield
1.7–2.3° westward tilts. Overall parallelism between survey
profiles outside the zone of active folding and untilted out-
wash terrace segments (Figures 9b and 9c) suggests that
reach‐scale surface profiles during deposition were approx-
imately linear in both the Clearburn and Willowbank out-
wash valleys.
[39] To the south, terrace profiles measured along Quail-
burn (Figure 8b) also show progressive tilting of older
surfaces, although a lack of surface continuity along this
drainage prevents measurement of fold geometries across
the entire structure (Figure 9d). A prominent Mount John
strath terrace (T3) with a minimum OSL age of 27–40 ka
[Amos et al., 2007] also appears to gradually roll over the
fold forelimb, implying an overall geometry with signifi-
cantly less asymmetry than observed to the north. Displaced
geomorphic surfaces at Henburn, however, do not exhibit
any significant warping or tilting across the South Central
fault section (Figure 9e). Similar to terrace profiles at Fraser
Stream (Figure 7d), terrace deformation at Henburn consists
of broadly uniform, differential uplift of terrace treads that
parallel the modern, 0.9° linear stream gradient. Survey
Figure 8. Geomorphic and neotectonic map displaying terrace treads, fault scarps, and fold axes along the (a) North Cen-
tral and (b) South Central fault sections of the Ostler fault zone. Aside from Wairepo Creek, active drainage is diverted
northward from the paleo‐outwash valleys at Willowbank Saddle and Clearburn.
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Figure 9. GPS survey profiles of modern channels and deformed strath terraces and outwash surfaces
preserved along the central Ostler fault zone. Surveyed points along terrace treads for each terrace level
are projected approximately perpendicular to the mapped axial surface orientation. The lower plots for
each drainage reflect removal of a linear or polynomial fit to modern stream profile points or untilted sur-
faces upstream of the deformation zone (upper plot). Where visible, the bedrock composition in exposed
straths is noted along each profile.
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measurements along exposed portions of the Balmoral T2
and T2′ straths imply some degree of eastward rollover at
the fold forelimb, although the measured terrace treads
remain roughly planar downstream.
4. Fault Displacement, Slip Rate, and
Subsurface Fault Geometry Predictions
4.1. Scarp Profiling and Kinematic Modeling
[40] The combined results of our geomorphic mapping,
topographic surveying, and terrace dating allow calculations
of fault slip and slip rate for individual profiles of deformed
geomorphic surfaces along the Ostler fault zone. Where a
terrace is continuous and displaced vertically over the sur-
face trace of an active thrust, survey profiling across the
fault scarp provides a straightforward means for estimating
the total surface displacement (Figure 10a). We use the
approach developed by Thompson et al. [2002] for calcu-
lating fault slip from regression parameters fit to survey
points along the hanging wall tread, scarp face, and footwall
tread (Figure 10a). Surface gradients for a displaced terrace
often differ slightly on either side of the fault, thus making
calculations of total displacement a function of the regres-
sion slopes and intercepts, fault dip, and the intersection
position of the fault plane with the scarp face. Survey pro-
files were collected across scarps where scarp erosion has
been relatively minimal (e.g., Figure 10a), and regressions
through the hanging wall and footwall slopes only include
points along intact portions of the terrace tread on either side
of the scarp.
[41] Where geomorphic surfaces are discontinuous across
an active fault scarp or preserved only in the hanging wall,
displacement estimates require matching observed deformed
terrace geometries to the predictions of combined geometric
and kinematic models for thrust‐related folding [e.g., Lavé
and Avouac, 2000; Thompson et al., 2002]. Like growth
strata [Suppe et al., 1992], geomorphic surfaces have long
been recognized as faithful recorders of surface folding as
slip accumulates on the underlying thrust [e.g., Rockwell et
al., 1984; Stein and King, 1984]. As such, the presence of
multiple surface generations preserved across an active
fault‐related fold can provide a unique signature of defor-
mational style and aids in identifying the appropriate kine-
matic model for characterizing a given structure [e.g., Gold
et al., 2006; Scharer et al., 2006; Amos et al., 2007; Hubert‐
Ferrari et al., 2007; Simoes et al., 2007].
[42] An earlier study [Amos et al., 2007] demonstrated
that the broad, smoothly continuous and progressively tilted
backlimbs observed for folded terraces along the Ostler fault
zone are consistent with deformation over a curved or listric
thrust ramp at depth (Figure 10b). In this model, accumu-
lation of slip along an emergent, listric thrust fault results in
progressive limb rotation and the development of asym-
metric hanging wall anticlines [Erslev, 1986; Seeber and
Sorlien, 2000; Abdrakhmatov et al., 2001; Amos et al.,
2007]. In contrast with other kinematic models involving
limb rotation, such as detachment folding [Hardy and
Poblet, 1994; Poblet and McClay, 1996; Scharer et al.,
2006] or shear fault‐bend folding [Suppe et al., 2004;
Hardy and Connors, 2006], differential uplift, when occur-
ring above a listric thrust with constant curvature, varies
smoothly as a function of distance along the fault ramp
[Pinter et al., 2001], and folding occurs without the devel-
opment of angular kinks in terrace treads. If the listric fault
merges tangentially into a planar ramp at depth (Figure 10b),
deformed terraces will display a transition across the syn-
clinal axial surface from uniform differential uplift above
the planar ramp to increasing backlimb tilts over the listric
fault segment. Terrace segments outside the zone of tilting
are offset vertically but remain roughly parallel with untilted
footwall surfaces.
[43] Terrace profiling through the transverse drainages
across each section of the Ostler fault zone reveals fold
geometries compatible with deformation over both listric
and planar thrust ramps (Figures 7 and 9). Because we are
largely concerned with the magnitude of differential tilting
and uplift of terrace surfaces directly across the Ostler fault
zone, our approach contrasts with comparisons among strath
heights as a proxy for regional, tectonically driven down-
cutting [e.g., Bull, 2007]. As such, folding of both strath and
outwash terrace surfaces provides an ideal means for quan-
tifying fault displacement, provided that the initial geometry
of these landforms can be reasonably approximated.
[44] For areas consistent with listric thrusting, we follow
the methodology outlined by Amos et al. [2007] for calcu-
lating displacements from progressive tilts of individual
terrace surfaces. In this model, fault slip is approximated by
rigid rotation over a circular arc and is directly proportional
to the observed degree of backlimb tilting (Figure 10b).
Displacement then is a simple function of the tilt angle, as
determined by regression through the survey data and the
radius of curvature, which can be calculated from the
measured width of backlimb tilting and the shallow sub-
surface fault dip [Erslev, 1986; Seeber and Sorlien, 2000].
[45] Abrupt and narrow forelimbs form in this model by
extension and collapse of the hanging wall as it rides over
the free surface of the undeformed footwall. Uplift of ma-
terial over this free surface is analogous to the decrease in
Figure 10. Geometric/kinematic analysis of deformed terraces for (a) individual fault scarps and (b) folded terrace pro-
files. For scarps, displacement is calculated from vertical separations given by regression parameters through the hanging
wall, scarp face, and footwall tread; fault dip; and the position of the fault plane along the scarp face. Folded terraces yield
displacement estimates from measured backlimb tilting, fault dip in the shallow subsurface, and the radius of fault curvature.
Continuity of slip across the synclinal axial surface results in differential uplift, dz, of the untilted terrace tread equal to the
magnitude of slip times the sine of the ramp dip at depth. (c) Schematic illustration of inputs for Monte Carlo calculation of
fault parameters and associated uncertainties. Reported values of fault slip‐rate, displacement, and fault geometry reflect the
mode and 95% confidence intervals of the output histograms.
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fault dip expected due to footwall collapse driven by pro-
gressive loading of the fault plane [Seeber and Sorlien,
2000]. In either case, creation of a locally convex ramp in
the shallow subsurface results in the development of a
narrow fold forelimb despite an overall lack of updip fault
propagation. Internal deformation of the hanging wall can
occur as subsidiary faulting within the tilted backlimb or
through layer‐parallel shear as a means for conserving bed
Figure 10
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length [Bulnes and McClay, 1999]. Although important in
an accurate kinematic description of folding over a listric
thrust, the effects of both internal deformation and subtle
geometric deviations from the idealized, circular fault plane
are relatively minor and contribute <15% to the total
uncertainties associated with our measurements. For sim-
plicity, we neglect the potential effects of interseismic
elastic strain storage during formation of a given strath in
our displacement calculations [Lavé and Avouac, 2000;
Thompson et al., 2002].
[46] In areas where differential uplift of terrace treads
occurs across a fault without significant differential tilting
(e.g., Henburn, Figure 9e), we follow the same procedure
described above for individual fault scarps for measuring
slip (Figure 10a). Reported values may represent minimum
estimates on the total displacement due to the potential for
burial of older terrace surfaces in the aggrading footwall
(Figure 8b). For all fault slip calculations, we use fault dip
estimates from Davis et al. [2005] of 50 ± 18° (2s), except
for the North Central section near the Ohau River, where
constraints from GPR suggest fault dips of 56 ± 9 ° (2s) in
the shallow subsurface. Conversion of measured fault dis-
placements to slip rates is based on geochronologic data and
regional climatic correlations that constrain the timing of
surface formation throughout the Mackenzie basin. For both
the Tekapo and Mount John terraces, we use reported ex-
posure ages on equivalent moraines at Top McMillan
Stream and nearby Lake Pukaki of 15.2 ± 2.4 ka (this study,
Figure 5b) and 26.5 ± 4.0 ka [Schaefer et al., 2001], respec-
tively. Upper and lower bounds on the Balmoral outwash
surface from OSL dates reported here (Tables 1a and 1b)
and by Amos et al. [2007, Table 1b] suggest formation of
this terrace between 72.4 ± 3.1 and 104.9 ± 6.3 ka (1s).
Despite complications surrounding the interpretation of
reported CRN exposure dates for Wolds moraines and ter-
races, we utilize both the peak exposure age for dated strath
capping gravels at Dry Stream of 110.8 ± 11.5 ka (Figure 5c)
and the bounds on MIS 6 (130–191 ka) [Lisiecki and Raymo,
2005] as potential limits on the timing of Wolds surface
formation. Slip rates calculated for Wolds surfaces use both
age scenarios given the strong indication that the CRN dates
at Dry Stream are likely biased toward younger ages.
Younger Holocene surfaces are undated and excluded from
the slip‐rate calculations.
4.2. Subsurface Fault Geometry
[47] Application of the combined listric/planar thrust
model to progressively tilted and differentially uplifted ter-
race segments along the Ostler fault zone also yields esti-
mates of the fault geometry at depth from surveyed terrace
profiles (Figures 7 and 9). Again, we follow Amos et al.
[2007] in determining the depth of listric faulting and the
orientation of the planar fault ramp adjoining the listric
thrust segment in the deeper subsurface (Figure 10b). Both
parameters depend on the measured width of backlimb tilting,
the near‐surface fault dip, and the position of the synclinal
axial surface with respect to the fault’s surface trace.
[48] An internal check on the calculated planar ramp dip
comes from the observed magnitude of differential uplift
across the fault for untilted terrace segments. There, the total
vertical displacement should equal the product of fault slip
calculated from backlimb tilting and the sine of the deeper
ramp dip (Figure 10b). Although the actual geometry of the
curved or listric fault arc is not perfectly circular, consis-
tency among predicted and observed magnitudes of differ-
ential tilting and uplift for deformed terraces lends support
to this model as a valid, first‐order approximation of the
fault geometry in the absence of subsurface seismic control
[Amos et al., 2007].
4.3. Uncertainties
[49] We use a Monte Carlo approach for estimating the
uncertainty associated with calculated values of fault dis-
placement, slip rate, and subsurface fault geometry. This
technique has seen increasing use in neotectonic applica-
tions where the calculated parameter of interest (e.g., fault
displacement or slip rate) depends on a large number of
variables characterized by either continuous or discrete
probability distribution functions (PDFs) [Thompson et al.,
2002; Davis et al., 2005; Amos et al., 2007] (Figure 10c).
In each calculation, the Monte Carlo simulation samples
PDFs associated with each input variable (e.g., surface age
or fault dip) over twenty‐five thousand trials to generate a
histogram of the calculated parameter of interest (e.g., slip
rate). Reported values for each output parameter reflect the
mode and 95% confidence intervals of the resulting fre-
quency distributions.
[50] We use a Gaussian PDF to characterize the uncer-
tainties associated with regression parameters, fault dip, and
surface ages constrained by CRN measurements on the
Tekapo, Mount John, and Wolds terraces. For Balmoral
terrace ages bracketed by OSL dating or correlation of the
Wolds terrace with the marine isotopic record, we use a
uniform, or boxcar uncertainty distribution for input into the
Monte Carlo generator (Figure 10c). Displacement calcula-
tions from fault scarps also depend on an estimate of the
fault position along the scarp face, because the actual fault
planes are generally unexposed outside of trench exposures.
As such, we use a trapezoidal distribution to describe the
intersection position with the highest probabilities between
one third and one half of the total scarp height from the base,
diminishing to zero at the top and bottom of the scarp
[Thompson et al., 2002] (Figure 10c).
5. Results
5.1. Fault Displacement Profiles
[51] The total results of calculated fault displacements
from scarp surveys and folded terrace profiles are compiled in
Table S1 of the auxiliary material and Table 3, respectively.1
For each individual fault section, plotting these measurements
against along‐strike distance from the southern fault termi-
nation allows construction of displacement profiles for the
each of the four major surface age divisions (Figure 11).
Individual profiles display a variety of shapes, and the posi-
tions of themaximumdisplacement for each section vary with
1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2009TC002613.
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respect to the total distance along the fault trace. In contrast
with the irregular, stepped profile observed for the Mount
John surface on the Northern fault section (Figure 11a), the
displacement profiles for the Haybarn and Central sections
display roughly linear slip gradients tapering away from cen-
tralized displacement maxima to typically steeper gradients
near the fault termini (Figures 11b and 11c). Similar slip
distributions are observed for individual scarp segments on
the Ostler fault [Davis et al., 2005] and numerous other
studied faults and fault zones [e.g., Muraoka and Kamata,
1983; Peacock and Sanderson, 1996; Schlische et al., 1996;
Cowie and Roberts, 2001; Manighetti et al., 2001]. Addi-
tionally, slip maxima for the Mount John and Balmoral sur-
face ages occur at roughly the same along‐strike position for
the Haybarn and Central sections (Figures 11b and 11c). The
general lack of older deformed surfaces on the Northern fault
strand precludes assessment of this relationship (Figure 11a).
The degree of asymmetry observed in the displacement
profiles varies among fault strands, a feature also evident in
profiles measured along individual Ostler fault scarps
[Davis et al., 2005]. In addition to the strongly north‐skewed
profile for the Northern fault, central sections of the Ostler
fault zone, as a whole, display a slight northern asymmetry,
evidenced by steeper displacement gradients toward the
northern fault tip (Figure 11c). Slip profiles for the Haybarn
section are roughly symmetrical with a central displacement
maximum (Figure 11b).
[52] The similarity among displacement profiles for mul-
tiple surface ages can be assessed by normalizing calculated
values of fault slip by the maximum estimated displacement
for each age division (Figures 11d and 11e) [Nicol et al.,
2005]. For the Haybarn and Central fault sections, normal-
ized fault slip profiles are remarkably similar in shape
(Figures 11d and 11e). Profiles for the North and South
Central faults, when summed over the frontal and western
folds, contribute to a broadly triangular to semi‐elliptical
shape for the total normalized Central section profile
(Figure 11e). Such smoothly varying displacement profiles
composed of multiple overlapping fault strands are char-
acteristic of well‐integrated, but segmented, fault zones or
arrays [e.g., Cartwright et al., 1995; Dawers and Anders,
1995].
[53] Taken as individual segments, slip profiles along the
North and South Central strands are highly asymmetric with
relatively steep displacement gradients near the overlap zone
at Willowbank Saddle. The total, normalized slip distribu-
tion for the central Ostler fault, however, preserves only the
modest northern asymmetry evident for individual surface
age profiles (Figures 11c and 11e). The general symmetry
about the center of the Haybarn displacement profile is also
maintained through normalization, although elevated slip
gradients near the fault tips become increasingly pro-
nounced (Figures 11b and 11d). Despite the likelihood of
local irregularities in the displacement profiles below the
∼2–5 km resolution of our data set [Davis et al., 2005; Nicol
et al., 2005], the general equivalence among the measured
slip distributions for the Haybarn and Central sections is
Figure 11. Displacement profiles measured from fault scarp surveys and terrace profiles along the (a) Northern, (b) Haybarn,
and (c) Central Ostler fault zone sections. Along‐strike distance is measured from the southern fault tip near the Ahuriri River
along a trend line of 015°. Normalized displacement profiles for the maximum slip within each age division are shown for the
(d) Haybarn and (e) Central Ostler fault. Central Ostler fault zone profiles show the summed displacement across Willowbank
saddle for individual slip measurements across the North and South Central fault sections.
Figure 12. Calculated terrace displacements versus sur-
face age along the (a) Haybarn and (b) Central Ostler fault
zone sections. Linear regressions through the maximum dis-
placements (large symbols) for each age division yield a
measure of maximum slip rate for each fault strand based
on either the peak CRN exposure age for the T1 terrace
at Dry Stream or correlation of the Wolds surface with
MIS 6. Slip rates for the Central section reflect summed dis-
placements across the North Central and South Central
faults at Willowbank saddle.
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consistent with maintenance of a similar displacement pro-
file for fault growth since Balmoral time. A general lack of
constraints on the tip positions of surfaces older than the
Last Glacial Maximum, however, could potentially obscure
the exact nature of the Balmoral displacement profile, which
may have been affected by either erosion or aggradation
during the Mount John or Tekapo intervals.
5.2. Fault Slip Rates
[54] When plotted against surface age, calculated fault dis-
placements permit inspection of slip rates and slip rate vari-
ability for major sections of the Ostler fault zone (Figure 12).
Apparent scatter in the total fault slip for each age division
suggests along‐strike variability [Cowie and Roberts, 2001],
consistent with the observed displacement gradients along
individual sections (Figure 11). Linear regressions through
the maximum calculated fault displacements for each sur-
face age are fixed through the origin and yield estimates of
maximum fault slip rates for both the Haybarn and Central
sections (Figures 12a and 12b, respectively). Regressions
for each fault section represent different age scenarios for
the Wolds terraces at Dry Stream (Figures 6a and 7c) and
Willowbank Saddle (Figures 8a and 9c). Slip rates calcu-
lated for these surfaces utilize both the peak CRN exposure
age calculated for the Dry Stream T1 terrace, which is likely
minimum age, or a generalized correlation with MIS 6, brack-
eted between 130 and 191 ka [Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005].
[55] Maximum calculated slip rates for the Haybarn sec-
tion vary between 1.5 and 1.2 mm/yr, based on a minimum
CRN‐exposure age for the Wolds surface or correlation with
MIS 6, respectively (Figure 12a). The correlation coeffi-
cients for these linear regressions suggest a slightly better fit
for the older, MIS 6 bracketing age. Similarly, using the
summed Wolds displacement at Willowbank saddle for the
North Central and South Central sections yields a good
linear correlation between maximum fault slip and surface
age (Figure 12b). For the Central sections, maximum fault
slip rates vary between 2.4 and 1.9 mm/yr based on either a
minimum CRN age for the Wolds surface or correlation
with MIS 6, respectively. Given the likelihood that the CRN
age is significantly younger than the actual age of the Wolds
surface, our preferred estimate of maximum slip rates on the
Haybarn and Central fault sections (1.2–1.9 mm/yr, re-
spectively) utilizes this generalized climatic correlation.
These slip‐rate values are slightly higher but stand in gen-
eral agreement with previously reported values for the
Central fault section of 1.1–1.7 mm/yr based on kinematic
modeling of the deformed Ohau River terraces [Amos et al.,
2007]. Good linear fits between maximum displacements
and surface age (Figure 12) also indicate that the fastest
slipping portions of each fault section were able to persist
through time without the major variations in slip rate that are
characteristic of some other active faults of comparable size
over this timescale [Villamor et al., 2007].
[56] Our fault slip‐rate calculations from fault scarp pro-
files and folded terraces (Tables S1 and 3, respectively)
represent the mode of frequency distributions from the
Monte Carlo routine and associated 95% confidence inter-
vals. With the exception of the Mount John terrace imme-
diately north of the Ohau River (T3′, Figures 4b), fault slip
rates for individual profiles reflect surface ages as discussed
in previous sections. Very similar scarp heights of ∼20 m on
the Mount John and Tekapo surfaces (Figure 8a) suggest
that the temporal gap between formation of these surfaces
was shorter than the fault’s recurrence interval [Amos et al.,
2007]. Use of a Tekapo age for this surface thus more
appropriately reflects the time period since the terrace began
recording deformation.
[57] Along‐strike compilation of calculated slip rates
(Figure 13) reveals a similar pattern to the normalized dis-
placement profiles for each section of the Ostler fault zone
(Figures 11d and 11e). Because displacement rates reflect
normalization of measured fault slip by surface age, resem-
blance between the data sets is consistent with maintenance
of constant displacement rate gradients since formation of
the Wolds surface. In this context, the Northern displace-
ment rate profile is irregular, with a pronounced increase in
fault slip rates from <0.5 mm/yr to values between 0.5 and
1.0 mm/yr near the northern termination of the Haybarn
fault (Figure 13a). The Northern slip‐rate profile also has a
number of local maxima and irregularities similar to those
described by Davis et al. [2005] for displacement profiles
along individual scarps. Slip‐rate profiles for the Haybarn
and Central fault sections exhibit comparable unevenness,
although the general profile forms an approximately semi‐
elliptical shape (Figures 13b and 13c). Displacement rate
maxima for these profiles are roughly centrally located
with approximately linear slip‐rate gradients tapering to
zero at the fault tips. Gradients in displacement rate are
generally highest in zones of section overlap, in agreement
with observations from other segmented fault arrays [e.g.,
Schlische et al., 1996; Gupta and Scholz, 2000; Commins
et al., 2005].
5.3. Fault Structure
[58] Fault geometry predicted from the listric model
(Figure 10b) suggests systematic along‐strike variability for
major segments of the Ostler fault zone (Figure 14). The
total results of calculated depths of listric and planar ramps
dips (Table 4) reveal estimated ramp dips that range be-
tween 12° and 39°, with gentler dips predicted for northern
half of the fault zone (Figure 14a). As discussed previously,
the observed magnitude of differential uplift of untilted
terraces over the planar ramp should be compatible with the
sine of the calculated dip and the slip magnitude measured
from backlimb tilting (Figure 10b and Table 3). Vertical
offset of untilted Mount John surfaces of 3–6 m across the
fault at Top McMillan and Gladstone Streams (Figures 6a
and 7) matches differential uplift predicted using the ∼20–
25 m of calculated fault slip and estimated ramp dips of
12–18° (Tables 3 and 4). Similarly, differential uplift of
Mount John surfaces at the Ohau River (∼10 m) and Clear-
burn (∼30 m) (Figure 9), agrees well with estimated ramp
dips of 12° and 35°, respectively, and fault slips of 30–50 m
as measured from tilted fold backlimbs (Table 3). Corre-
spondence between observed and predicted differential uplift
magnitudes lends support to the listric model as a valid ap-
proximation of faulting in these locations. At Dry Stream, we
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use the T1 Wolds surface as a reference for fault geometry
calculations given the potential for relatively small tilts (0.4–
0.6°) to affect the measurement of the backlimb width on the
deformed Mount John terrace (Figure 7c) [Amos et al.,
2007]. A lack of corresponding surfaces in the footwall at
both Gladstone Stream and Willowbank Saddle prevents
evaluation of predicted ramp dip values because aggradation
has obscured the net vertical offset of terraces across the
fault.
[59] The transition depth between listric faulting and the
planar ramp also varies for each major section of the Ostler
fault zone (Figure 14b). For the Northern, Haybarn, and
North Central fault sections, ramp depth defines an ap-
proximately bow‐shaped profile along‐strike, with maxi-
mum depths of 0.7–0.8 km between Dry Stream and the
Ohau River. Farther south, the depth of listric faulting
decreases to 0.3 km, before jumping to predicted values of
Figure 13. Slip rate profiles for the (a) Northern, (b) Haybarn, and (c) Central sections of the Ostler
fault zone. Along‐strike distance is measured from the southern fault tip along a projection line oriented
015°. Profiles for the Central section reflect both individual measurements for the North and South Cen-
tral faults, as well as the summed slip rate at Willowbank saddle.
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1.4 km after crossing the transfer zone to the South Central
section at Willowbank Saddle (Figure 14b).
[60] An independent check on the geometric predictions
of the listric fault model comes from seismic reflection and
refraction profiles collected across the Clearburn and Wil-
lowbank saddle paleo‐outwash valleys [Ghisetti et al., 2007;
Campbell et al., 2010] (Figure 1). In each location, seismic
profiles are interpreted to show relatively constant fault dips
of 45–60°W reaching depths between ∼1–1.5 km. The
Ostler fault penetrates Torlesse greywacke basement in each
profile and offsets several packages of Plio‐Pleistocene
sediments. Each seismic line also contains numerous fault
strands and splays that do not offset the ground surface,
some with substantially gentler dips approaching ∼25–35°
[Campbell et al., 2010]. Overall, these results match our
prediction of comparatively minor listric fault curvature at
Clearburn and Willowbank saddle based on the wavelength
of backlimb tilting (Figure 14 and Table 4). At Clearburn,
the predicted fault geometry from folded Mount John and
Balmoral surfaces suggests that the listric segment of the
fault is confined to within the ∼300 m of the surface. Below
this depth, the fault intersects a planar fault ramp dipping at
35 +22/−13° at 95% confidence (Table 4). The relatively
short arc of the listric fault segment and the small change in
surface fault dip (50 ± 18°, 2s) at Clearburn are supported
by the comparatively short wavelength (∼0.5 km) of back-
limb tilting observed in the terrace profiles at this location
(Figure 9b and Table 4). Additionally, the relatively high
ratio of total differential uplift of the Mount John surface
compared to the total slip calculated from the listric fault
model supports a relatively steep fault plane at depth. This
predicted geometry appears compatible with uninterpreted
seismic profiles presented in both Ghisetti et al. [2007] and
Campbell et al. [2010].
[61] Similarly, the fault geometry predicted from folded
terraces at Willowbank saddle includes relatively modest
fault curvature corresponding to a transition in surface fault
dip (50 ± 18°, 2s) to a planar fault ramp dipping between
34 +22/−13° and 39 +20/−16° (Figure 14 and Table 4).
This transition in dip occurs at ∼1.4 km depth at Willowbank
saddle, consistent with the relatively broad wavelength
(∼3 km, Table 4) of fold backlimbs and the comparatively
high ratio of total vertical throw to fault slip on the T1
Wolds surface (Figure 9c). This result also matches well
the range of fault dips between ∼45–60° interpreted from
Figure 14. Along‐strike predictions of fault geometry out-
put from the listric fault model. (a) Estimated dips of the pla-
nar ramp adjoining the listric fault in the deeper subsurface.
Ramp dips display a systematic southward deepening across
major fault sections. (b) Transition depth between listric and
planar faulting. Note the prominent jump to deeper planar
ramps between the North and South Central fault sections
at Willowbank saddle.
Table 4. Predictions of Subsurface Fault Geometry
Profile Namea Drainage
Fault
Segment
Along
Strike
Distanceb
(km)
Backlimb
Widthc
(km)
Synclinal
Axial Surface
Distanced
(km)
Surface
Fault Dip
Planar
Ramp
Dip 2
95%
Confidence
Intervals
Ramp
Depthe
(km)
95%
Confidence
Intervals
(+) (−) (+) (−)
T3E Top McMillan Stream Northern 49.2 0.63 0.45 50 ± 18° 18 18 7 0.3 0.0 0.1
T3W Top McMillan Stream Northern 49.1 0.42 0.34 50 ± 18° 12 16 6 0.2 0.1 0.1
T3N Gladstone Stream Haybarn 45.2 1.55 1.09 50 ± 18° 17 21 8 0.6 0.2 0.2
T1N (DEM) Dry Stream Haybarn 42.8 2.02 1.45 50 ± 18° 18 18 7 0.8 0.2 0.3
T4N (DEM) Ohau River North Central 31.4 1.30 1.11 56 ± 9° 12 7 4 0.7 0.1 0.1
T3′ (DEM) Clearburn North Central 22.3 1.57 0.56 50 ± 18° 35 22 13 0.3 0.1 0.0
T1N western fold Willowbank Saddle South Central 15.6 7.12 2.74 50 ± 18° 34 22 13 1.4 0.2 0.3
T1S western fold Willowbank Saddle South Central 15.8 7.82 2.71 50 ± 18° 39 20 16 1.4 0.2 0.3
aTerrace profiles used to calculate fault geometry from the listric fault model. Profiles taken from the TOPSAR 10‐m digital elevation model (DEM) are
noted in parentheses.
bMeasured distance from the southern fault termination along a projection line fit to the average fault strike (015°).
cBacklimb width is measured from survey profiles by projecting the tilted backlimb regression line to the average elevation of the untilted footwall
surface. Italics indicate profiled surfaces that do not correlate across the fault trace. See Amos et al. [2007].
dMeasured distance between the fault trace and the synclinal axial surface position.
eFault dips in the shallow subsurface from Davis et al. [2005] and Amos et al. [2007]. Uncertainties represent 2 s errors on measured fault dips.
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seismic reflection data at Willowbank Saddle [Ghisetti et
al., 2007] and confirms the listric fault model as a good
first‐order approximation of subsurface fault geometry.
[62] In our previous study, we note a general correspon-
dence between basin depth and the depth of listric faulting
both where the Ostler fault intersects the Ohau River and for
the Irishman Creek fault to the northeast [Amos et al., 2007].
The proximity of the Northern and Haybarn fault sections to
the foot of the Ben Ohau Range (Figure 1) does imply a
decrease in basin depth north of the Ohau River in concert
with a systematic decrease in the depth of listric faulting
(Figure 14b). The area immediately east of the Ben Ohau
Range also coincides with relatively gentle ramp dips cal-
culated for the deeper subsurface in comparison with
Clearburn and Willowbank saddle (Figure 14a), where sig-
nificant thickness of Plio‐Pleistocene strata are exposed.
Strath exposures along the Northern and Haybarn fault
sections, however, suggest that listric faulting is neither
restricted to nor ubiquitous within the region where Tertiary
strata occur in the hanging wall. For example, folded terrace
geometries at Top McMillan Stream suggest deformation
over a curved fault plane (Figure 7a), despite the strict
presence of Torlesse basement rocks in the uplifted hanging
wall. Additionally, surface deformation patterns observed in
the Henburn drainage, where exposed Tertiary rocks imply
significant thicknesses of Cenozoic fill, are incompatible
with deformation over a listric fault (Figure 9e). Similar
deformation patterns also occur for the Fraser Stream ter-
races (Figure 7d), which represent straths cut directly into
Torlesse bedrock. As such, systematic variation in fault
geometry observed for the Ostler fault zone (Figure 14)
reflects additional factors other than subsurface rock type.
Correspondence between abrupt changes in ramp depth and
major section boundaries, however, does indicate that pre-
dicted geometric variations do reflect actual differences in
the deeper fault zone structure.
6. Discussion
6.1. Sources of Uncertainty in the Data Set
[63] The legitimacy of calculated fault displacements, slip
rates, and geometric predictions strongly depends on the
applicability of the listric thrust model (Figure 10b) in ap-
proximating the kinematics and geometry of deformation.
Both hanging wall internal deformation and subtle varia-
tions in fault plane curvature undoubtedly influence our
measurements. The cumulative effects these factors, how-
ever, are likely to introduce <15% of additional uncertainty
for estimated fault displacements and displacement rates
[Amos et al., 2007]. Deviations from the idealized, circular
listric fault that are manifest in the terrace profiles as lo-
calized convexities or concavities along the folded backlimb
may result from a modest increase or reduction, respec-
tively, of the radius of fault‐ plane curvature. Such depar-
tures from strictly planar backlimbs are indeed visible along
the titled T2, Balmoral terraces preserved along the flanks of
Gladstone Stream and the Ohau River (Figures 7b and 9a).
[64] Additionally, subsidiary thrusts evident along terrace
profiles over Willowbank Saddle (Figure 9c) occur as lo-
calized flexural slip faults and typify internal deformation
within the hanging wall prescribed by rigid rotation in the
listric fault model [Amos et al., 2007]. Observed terrace
offsets of <5 m on these faults, however, suggests dis-
placements of less than a few percent of the calculated
∼180 m of slip represented by the folded Wolds terrace.
Thus, although important in allowing the hanging wall to
adjust to fault plane curvature, slip along such structures
does not violate the geometric predictions of the rigid rota-
tion model [Seeber and Sorlien, 2000] or detract signifi-
cantly from the accuracy of our predictions.
[65] Contributions to the total uncertainty in calculated
fault displacement, slip rate, and fault geometry are domi-
nated by uncertainty in shallow subsurface fault dip. Ob-
served spatial variability in this parameter from GPR
measurements [McClymont et al., 2008] indicates a range in
fault dips compatible with the relatively broad normal dis-
tribution 50 ± 18° (2s) used in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Relatively gentle fault dips at the end of this spectrum
contribute to the broad tails and higher upper bounds of
output histograms for fault displacement and slip‐rate
(Figure 10c).
[66] Errors resulting from projecting terrace profiles
oblique to axial surface traces may also contribute to
uncertainties that are unaccounted for in the Monte Carlo
simulation. Although the magnitude of this effect depends
on the radius of fault curvature and the degree of backlimb
tilting, a 0.1° error along the measured backlimb corre-
sponds to <10% error in calculated fault displacement at tilts
greater than 1° for the Ostler fault zone. Other sources of
error may stem from approximating the initial, undeformed
geometry of terrace surfaces using modern long profiles or
linear fits to surveyed stream reaches (see discussion above).
The effects of these uncertainties are potentially most pro-
nounced for subtle tilts on younger Tekapo and Mount John
surfaces. Such uncertainties would also affect areas where
rivers make relatively large bends with respect to our pro-
jection lines (e.g., Fraser Stream, Figure 6a) or places where
a formerly larger river (that created the terraces) has been
replaced by a much smaller, lower discharge channel (e.g.,
Clearburn, Figure 8a). Nevertheless, several lines of evi-
dence point to the overall robustness of our results, such as
(1) good correspondence of calculated slip rates (Tables S1
and 3) with previous estimates for portions of the Ostler
fault zone [Blick et al., 1989; Read and Blick, 1991; Davis et
al., 2005; Amos et al., 2007], (2) similarities between
measured displacement profiles (Figures 11 and 13) and
those reported for other faults [e.g., Manighetti et al., 2001],
and (3) the presence of internal and independent checks on
predicted fault geometries.
6.2. Fault Linkage and Segment Interaction
[67] Measured along‐strike displacement and slip‐rate
profiles for major sections of the Ostler fault zone imply a
significant degree of interaction and displacement transfer
among individual fault strands (Figures 11 and 13). Section
interaction and fault linkage has long been recognized as an
important process for fault growth [e.g., Peacock and
Sanderson, 1991] and is typically evident through (1)
observations of complementary asymmetry of displacement
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profiles among overlapping fault segments [Schlische et al.,
1996; Gupta and Scholz, 2000], or (2) contributions of in-
dividual segments to a cumulative displacement profile re-
sembling that of an individual fault [Cartwright et al., 1995;
Dawers and Anders, 1995; Commins et al., 2005]. For the
Ostler fault zone, evaluation of displacement profiles for
individual scarps and for the fault zone as a whole reveals
evidence for segment interaction at a variety of spatial
scales. Measured displacement and slip rate profiles along
the Northern fault section near Top McMillan Stream ex-
emplify this interconnection (Figure 15). There, a total of
23 fault scarp surveys along a prominent right step‐over
reveal complementary displacements and slip‐rate gradients
across the zone of overlap. Similar observations for over-
lapping displacement profiles were reported by Davis et al.
[2005] at the scale of individual scarps for both the Hay-
barn and North Central fault sections. At Top McMillan
Stream, the total displacement profile summed over each
strand also exhibits a distinct minima in the transfer zone
(Figures 15c and 15d), interpreted for other sections byDavis
et al. [2005] as representing incomplete or incipient fault
linkage [Dawers et al., 1993].
[68] As discussed in previous sections, compilation of
along‐strike displacement and slip rate measurements also
reveals complementary asymmetry in profiles for the North
and South Central fault sections (Figures 11 and 13). De-
spite being composed of multiple overlapping splays and
strands (Figure 6b and 8), the total normalized slip summed
across each section reveals a relatively smoothly varying
displacement profile for the central Ostler fault (Figure 11c).
Displacement and slip rate gradients are again highest in the
zone of overlap at Willowbank saddle (Figure 13c), sug-
gestive of interaction among these adjacent strands as slip
accumulates [Schlische et al., 1996; Gupta and Scholz,
2000; Kim and Sanderson, 2005]. Soft linkage of these
sections will most likely persist until breaching of the relay
ramp at Willowbank saddle enables formation of a thor-
oughgoing Central fault section to produce an overall
smooth displacement profile.
[69] Evidence for fault interaction and displacement
transfer is especially pronounced at the scale of major sec-
tions constituting the entire Ostler fault zone. Superimposing
displacement rate profiles for the Northern, Haybarn, and
Central strands (Figure 16) reveals a composite displace-
ment profile characterized by a gradual increase in slip rate
from the south toward a maximum of ∼2 mm/yr along the
Central section, eventually tapering to values between 0.5
and 1.0 mm/yr to the north. Continuation of the Northern
section as a bedrock scarp into the Ben Ohau Range
(Figure 1) precludes assessment of the total composite pro-
file shape, although the overall morphology defined by our
measurements is generally symmetric with only a slight
skew toward higher rates in the south (Figure 16). Slip‐rate
gradients south of the central maximum display a relatively
smooth and constant taper (Figures 13c and 16), reminiscent
of the roughly linear gradients reported for other fault arrays
[Walsh and Watterson, 1988; Peacock and Sanderson, 1996;
Cowie and Shipton, 1998; Manighetti et al., 2001; Davis et
al., 2005; Nicol et al., 2005]. This morphology contrasts
with the abrupt steepening of displacement gradients and
profile shapes toward the fault tips within overlap zones on
the Central and Haybarn faults (Figures 13c and 16). Self‐
similarity among the normalized slip distributions for these
fault sections (Figures 11d and 11e) suggests that relatively
steep displacement gradients are long‐lived and have per-
sisted near the fault tips since formation of the Balmoral
surface. Maintenance of increased slip gradients in these
locations may imply the presence of a barrier to fault
propagation that restricts lengthening near the fault tip [Nicol
et al., 1996]. Such barriers result from changes in subsurface
material properties or from local stress perturbations due
to interactions between overlapping fault segments [Nicol
et al., 1996; Manighetti et al., 2001; Davis et al., 2005].
6.3. Implications for Lateral Growth of the Ostler
Fault Zone
[70] Quantification of fault growth through lateral propa-
gation requires along‐strike temporal control on either de-
formed sedimentary strata [e.g., Chen et al., 2007] or
displaced geomorphic features [e.g., Bennett et al., 2006].
Combined with sufficient age constraints, the evolution of
displacement profiles often provide clues as to the relative
importance of lengthening during fault growth. If growth
occurs through the addition of coseismic slip during char-
acteristic earthquakes with constant rupture length [Schwartz
and Coppersmith, 1984], individual profile terminations for
each time horizon will converge toward the fault tips in the
total displacement profile (Figure 17a) [Nicol et al., 2005].
For this scenario, the accumulated displacement profile
gradually amplifies vertically, and the fault tips remain
spatially pinned. In contrast, ruptures that progressively
lengthen or propagate laterally will cause the profile tips for
each successive time horizon to extend to increasing dis-
tances away from the location of maximum slip in the total
displacement profile (Figure 17b) [Childs et al., 2003; Nicol
et al., 2005]. Crucial to either interpretation are data of a
sufficient resolution to reconstruct the tip locations for var-
ious age displacement profiles. Because of the tendency for
younger terrace cutting or aggradation events to erode or
obscure older surfaces, determining the dominant scenario
for surface‐rupturing faults is often challenging. Along the
Ostler fault, however, we have sufficient data of different
ages to be able to place limits on the magnitude of tip
propagation through time.
[71] Displacement profiles for the Haybarn and Central
sections of the Ostler fault zone (Figures 11b and 11c) imply
that along‐strike growth occurs through gradual amplifica-
tion of a temporally persistent distribution of fault slip.
Similarity among the normalized displacement profiles for
each surface age division (Figures 11d and 11e) and the
apparent maintenance of elevated slip rate gradients in
transfer zones both point to preservation of a comparable
slip distribution since Balmoral time (∼70–100 ka). Surfaces
preserved at the tips of these sections are of Mount John age
or younger, however, and the exact position of the profile
tips defined by the Balmoral surface cannot be exactly lo-
cated. As such, any deformation recorded by Balmoral ter-
races that may have been present beyond their current
locations remains unaccounted for in our study.
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Figure 15. Displacement transfer at Top McMillan Stream. (a) Location map showing fault scarps,
Tekapo and Mount John treads, moraines, and the approximate positions of fault scarp surveys. (b) Per-
spective image of survey data collected for fault scarps across the prominent transfer zone. (c and d) Dis-
placement and slip rate profiles, respectively, measured from profiled fault scarps. Note the overall linear
gradient in displacement and slip rate to the east and the overall displacement minima for the summed,
composite profile across the transfer zone.
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[72] Reported relationships between maximum displace-
ment and segment length for the Ostler fault zone shed some
light on potential incremental changes in fault length since
creation of the Balmoral surface. In their study of individual
scarps along the fault, Davis et al. [2005] found that max-
imum slip scales linearly as ∼1% of surface trace length.
Additionally, conversion of the maximum topographic relief
along the central Ostler fault zone (∼440 m, Figure 18a) to
fault displacement (∼575 m, using a 50° fault dip), suggests
a similar scaling of ∼1.5% of the total ∼40 km section length
[Davis et al., 2005]. Calculated values of fault slip at
Clearburn and the Ohau River indicate ∼95 m of accumu-
lated displacement between the Balmoral and Mount John
surfaces at each location (Table 3), corresponding to a
change in fault length of ∼8 km using these scaling laws. If
the position of maximum displacement has remained
roughly constant over this interval, as suggested by our
measurements (Figure 11), self‐similar scaling of the total
topographic envelope predicts the former fault tip positions
between ∼70–105 ka (Figure 18a). Exposures of deformed
and differentially titled Late Quaternary and Tertiary strata
near Fraser Stream (Figure 18b) [Read, 1984; Amos et al.,
2007] and south of Henburn (Figure 8) attest to an even
longer history of deformation in these locations. This record
Figure 16. Composite slip‐rate profile for the Ostler fault zone. Summing displacement rates over zones
of segment overlap reveals a relatively broad, symmetric profile with smoothly varying displacement
gradients outside of zones of fault overlap.
Figure 17. Hypothetical along‐strike displacement profiles for fault growth (a) at a constant length and
(b) through lateral tip propagation. Summing the incremental displacement profiles for ruptures a–d results
in a broadly bell‐shaped or semi‐elliptical total slip distribution for each scenario. If “characteristic”
ruptures occur at a constant fault length [Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984], the total displacement
profile will exhibit stationary fault tips for each age increment (Figure 17a). “Noncharacteristic” rup-
tures that increase in length with time will result in displacement profiles for each age increment that
merge at progressively increasing distances away from the fault center (Figure 17b).
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of deformation, moreover, contradicts the predicted position
of the northern fault tip at Balmoral time, as inferred when
fault growth is predicated using displacement–length scaling
(Figure 18a). At Fraser Stream, folding and westward tilting
of Plio‐Pleistocene strata [Mildenhall, 2001] up to 45°W
reflects either an earlier period of deformation unrelated to
the modern Ostler fault, or the continued presence of fault‐
related folding for some significant duration (Figure 18b).
The degree of westward tilting progressively decreases up-
ward through the section, mimicking the modest tilt of the
capping Balmoral terrace gravels (Figure 18b) and poten-
tially supporting the latter scenario. These growth strata at
Fraser Stream, including the wedge‐shaped, pre‐Balmoral
conglomerate of probable Wolds age, clearly argue both for
persistent differential hanging wall uplift and for the pres-
ence of rivers sufficiently powerful to successfully bevel off
any uplifted Pleistocene strata until the end of Balmoral
deposition. The Ohau River has subsequently incised up to
∼125 m below the Balmoral surface (Figures 9a and 18a).
Hence, we can conclude confidently that fault growth, at
least for the northern tip of the Central section, occurred
without significant fault lengthening over the past ∼100 k.y.
This result contradicts the predictions of length‐displace-
ment models (Figure 18a) and instead supports the fault
growth model postulated by Walsh et al. [2002] in which
slip accumulation occurs over a constant fault length after
an initial period of rapid propagation.
[73] The northward younging of paleo‐outwash valleys
along the North Central section from Willowburn Saddle to
Clearburn and then to the Ohau River (Figures 6b and 8)
thus reflects factors other than simple fault lengthening.
Despite satisfying the geomorphic criteria for lateral fold
propagation [Keller et al., 1999], the decreasing age and
height of these wind gaps to the north instead represents
lateral tilting in this direction due to sustained vertical am-
plification of the displacement profile. Away from the fault
tips, gradients in the displacement profile are subtle and re-
sult in only a ∼5–10 m difference in maximum slip on the
Figure 18. (a) Self‐similar scaling of the total relief envelope for the central Ostler fault zone (as a
proxy for displacement) predicts the paleo‐tip locations and the amount of potential lateral propagation
between formation of the Balmoral and Mount John surfaces. Removal of ∼95 m of fault slip during this
time period corresponds to a reduction in fault length of ∼8 km. See text for discussion. Modified after
Davis et al. [2005]. (b) Exposures of differentially tilted Plio‐Pleistocene strata in a prominent angular
unconformity at Fraser Stream suggest the relative longevity of deformation in this location prior to
formation of the Balmoral strath. OSL dates from interglacial silts below the Balmoral capping gravels
provide a maximum age on this outwash surface.
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LGM surfaces at Clearburn and the Ohau River (Figure 11c).
Nevertheless, calculated rates of drainage diversion from
these wind gaps are rapid, exceeding 10 cm/yr based on
various age scenarios for the Wolds surface. Although
documented rates of lateral fold propagation from deformed
geomorphic surfaces range up to several millimeters or
centimeters per year [Keller et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 2002;
Bennett et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2007], drainage deflection
rates along the Ostler fault zone are not directly related to the
kinematics of lengthwise thrust growth.
[74] Geomorphologic factors also contribute to the ob-
served pattern of northward drainage diversion. First, the
observed continuity of Mount John surfaces between the
Clearburn outwash valley and the Ohau River implies that
glacial outwash was able to occupy more than one water gap
at a given time. For a relatively broad glacial terminus, such
as that of the Ohau paleoglacier, the presence of two, widely
separated outwash channels would not be unexpected. Once
the glacier retreated, however, a single river channel would
have formed across the terminal moraine complex. Given
the pulsed nature of both terrace formation and glacial
outwash, steady accumulation of slip during prolonged
channel downcutting during interglacial periods would tend
to funnel future drainage into the less deformed of the two
valleys. Subsequent fluvial incision into these surfaces,
driven by climatically controlled variations in discharge and
sediment flux, also controls future patterns of outwash
deposition by promoting drainage entrenchment. Such a
scenario explains confinement of Tekapo outwash surfaces
within the Ohau River Valley, despite a hiatus in defor-
mation in this location since Mount John time.
[75] The question remains as to why growth of the Ostler
fault zone occurred at a fixed length during the Late Qua-
ternary. Displacement accumulation at near‐constant fault
lengths has been documented for other fault zones similar in
scale to the Ostler fault, attributable to either (1) reactivation
of pre‐existing or inherited structures from previous periods
of deformation [Meyer et al., 2002; Nicol et al., 2005], or
(2) barriers to fault propagation due to mechanical interac-
tion among individual faults within a relatively mature or
established fault array [Morewood and Roberts, 1999;
Poulimenos, 2000; Childs et al., 2003]. In the central South
Island of New Zealand, present‐day patterns of deformation
clearly reflect the influence of pre‐existing structure and
crustal composition [Upton et al., 2009]. Reactivation of
formerly extensional faults as active thrusts has been
documented in Otago [e.g., Litchfield, 2001] and elsewhere
in the South Island [Ghisetti and Sibson, 2006]. As such, the
suggestion that the Mackenzie Basin may be undergoing
compressional inversion controlled by reverse slip on Ostler
fault [Ghisetti et al., 2007] serves as a possible explanation
of the static fault endpoints documented here. Although our
data do not bear directly on this interpretation, the orienta-
tion and current dimensions of the Ostler fault zone would
thus reflect the length of an inherited, former Late Creta-
ceous – Miocene normal fault. Given the duration of active
deformation on the Ostler fault since at least the Mid‐
Quaternary [Davis et al., 2005], however, static endpoints
on the Ostler fault zone may instead reflect barriers to
propagation imposed by other nearby, long‐lived structures.
In either scenario, initial phases of fault growth would have
likely been accompanied by rapid rates of tip propagation,
followed by displacement accumulation at a nearly constant
fault length [Walsh et al., 2002].
7. Conclusion
[76] Deformed strath and outwash terraces along the entire
Ostler fault zone provide rare, field‐based kinematic con-
straints on the spatiotemporal growth of an active thrust
fault. Integration of displacement measurements from mul-
tiple transverse drainages spanning the length of the Ostler
fault, coupled with time control on several generations of
terrace surfaces, enables resolution of transport‐parallel
and –perpendicular fault growth with unprecedented clarity.
Taken together, these measurements reveal remarkably per-
sistent spatial and temporal patterns of displacement accu-
mulation throughout the Late Quaternary.
[77] Strike‐perpendicular fold growth along the Ostler
fault occurs mainly through progressive backlimb tilting and
formation of highly asymmetric anticlines with steep, abrupt
forelimbs and gentle backlimbs, suggesting deformation
over a listric thrust. Other locations along the fault exhibit
uniform differential uplift of terrace treads without signifi-
cant tilting, consistent with transport above a planar fault
ramp [Hardy and Poblet, 2005], although neither style of
deformation is strictly associated with bedrock type. Pre-
dicted subsurface geometries suggest that curved fault
planes transition downward into gently dipping, planar
ramps at relatively shallow depths of less than ∼1.5 km. The
depth of this transition is greatest along the southern Ostler
fault, where the degree of listric curvature also generally
lower than northern fault sections. Abrupt changes in fault
geometry generally correspond to major section boundaries.
[78] Fault displacement and slip‐rate measurements from
folded terraces and fault scarp profiles suggest that along‐
strike growth of the Ostler fault over the last ∼70–105 k.y.
reflects steady amplification of the displacement profile at a
roughly constant fault length. These data imply that the fault
endpoints were generally static and that displacement accu-
mulated without significant lateral fault propagation. Dis-
placement profiles along major fault sections exhibit varying
degrees of asymmetry and broad, smoothly varying gradients
in slip that are generally greatest near the fault tips in zones
of fault overlap. Complementary asymmetry in overlapping
displacement profiles suggests that slip transfer and inter-
action among fault segments occurs at scales ranging from
individual scarps [Davis et al., 2005] to major sections that
constitute the entire fault zone. The temporal persistence of
elevated displacement and slip‐rate gradients in transfer
zones or areas of segment overlap reflects this interaction
and the presence of potential barriers to lateral propagation
[Nicol et al., 1996]. Over this time interval, maximum cal-
culated slip rates for the Ostler fault zone reach values up to
∼1.9 mm/yr, in general agreement with previously published
estimates.
[79] Growth of the Ostler fault zone at a nearly constant
length is consistent with the fault growth model of Walsh et
al. [2002] and may reflect reactivation of a formerly ex-
tensional structure [Ghisetti et al., 2007]. Given the apparent
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pinning of the major fault tips, northward drainage diversion
and wind‐gap development on the Central Ostler section
represent the product of sustained displacement gradients as
slip accumulated during repeated coseismic events. The
relatively pulsed nature of climatic variations controls for-
mation of terrace surfaces and their subsequent incision.
When this punctuated record is superimposed on steadier
rates of tectonic displacement along the fault, it promotes
the observed patterns of drainage deflection. These data
contrast with more typical interpretations of progressive
wind‐gap emplacement as reflective of laterally propagating
thrusts beneath growing anticlines [e.g., Keller et al., 1998,
1999; Jackson et al., 2002].
[80] Moreover, we develop additional field criteria to dis-
tinguish among models for fixed‐length versus propagating
faults, highlighting the importance of site‐specific geomor-
phic and geochronologic data in unraveling lateral propa-
gation histories from deformed wind gaps. Progressively
abandoned wind gaps do not require significant propagation
of the underlying fault, but can result from displacement
above a fixed‐length fault coupled with a geomorphic sys-
tem that responds to pulsed climatic controls.
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